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South Korea lifts
Idaho potato ban
South Korea has granted access to Idaho
potatoes, fuelling hopes the market could
be worth US$60m for the state
Korea imposed a ban on Idaho potatoes in
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2006 after the discovery of the pale cyst

Frank Muir, CEO of the Idaho Potato
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potato exporters.

reported the Idaho Statesman.

300,000 samples. I joke that we�ve lowered
Idaho potatoes could also be a significant

the elevation of Idaho.�
Imports from those two counties, Bingham

beneficiary of the free trade agreement

and Bonneville, are still banned, but the
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and Mexico. While Canada and Mexico

market could be worth US$60m for potato
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exports following an FTA, reported Capital
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Press.

Idaho is four years into a seven year
eradication programme of the thread-like

2006
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worm, which has significant effects on
potato crops and is particularly invasive.

Idaho potatoes are also exported to Hong
South Korea imports around

Kong, Macau, Singapore and Malaysia,
reported the Idaho Statesman.
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